HUTT CITY COUNCIL
WESTERN COMMUNITY COMMITTEE
Meeting to be held in the Manor Park Golf Club, 32 Golf Road, Manor Park on
Thursday 18 June 2015 commencing at 7.00pm.
ORDER PAPER
PUBLIC BUSINESS

1.

APOLOGIES
Cr Cousins and Ms Wick

2.

PUBLIC COMMENT
Generally up to 30 minutes is set aside for public comment (three minutes per
speaker on items appearing on the agenda). Speakers may be asked questions on
the matters they raise.

3.

PRESENTATIONS
a)

Presentation by New Zealand Transport Agency (15/957)
Update on State Highway 58/State Highway 2 interchange

b)

Presentation by NZ Police (15/736)

c)

Presentation by Local Councillor from Greater Wellington Regional
Council (GWRC) (15/732)
Report No. WCC2015/3/138 by the Greater Wellington Regional
Council

4.

CONFLICT OF INTEREST DECLARATIONS

5.

MINUTES
Meeting minutes Western Community Committee, 9 April 2015

6.

4

9

REPORTS REFERRED FOR COMMITTEE INPUT BEFORE BEING
CONSIDERED BY STANDING COMMITTEE OF COUNCIL
a)

Mudie Street, Alicetown: Proposed No Stopping At All Times
Restrictions (15/843)
Report No. WCC2015/3/173 by the Traffic Engineer

17

2.
b)

Drummond Crescent, Kelson: Proposed No Stopping At All Times
Restrictions (15/844)
Report No. WCC2015/3/174 by the Traffic Engineer

c)

Dog Control Bylaw (15/871)
Report No. WCC2015/3/175 by the Principal Policy Advisor

7.

54

CHAIR'S REPORT (15/750)
Report No. WCC2015/3/139 by the Chair

12.

39

WESTERN COMMUNITY COMMITTEE SUBMISSIONS (15/757)
Memorandum dated 11 May 2015 by the Committee Advisor

11.

38

COMMITTEE ADVISOR'S REPORT (15/764)
Report No. WCC2015/3/27 by the Committee Advisor

10.

34

WESTERN COMMUNITY ENGAGEMENT FUND ROUND TWO 20142015 (15/928)
Memorandum dated 8 June 2015 by the Community Advisor Funding and
Community Contracts

9.

23

PROPOSED NEW PRIVATE STREET NAME - LIME GROVE (15/827)
Report No. WCC2015/3/176 by the Senior Traffic Engineer

8.

20

66

INFORMATION ITEM
Review of Valley Floor Reserves - Alicetown & Petone (15/876)
Memorandum dated 3 June 2015 by the Senior Committee Advisor

13.

REPORT FROM REPRESENTATIVES ON LOCAL ORGANISATIONS
Normandale Residents' Association (15/856)
Verbal update by Mr Matcham.

69

3.
14.

QUESTIONS
With reference to section 43 of Standing Orders, before putting a question a
member shall endeavour to obtain the information. Questions shall be concise
and in writing and handed to the Chair prior to the commencement of the
meeting.

Susan Haniel
COMMITTEE ADVISOR
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Western Community Committee
11 May 2015

File: (15/732)

Report no: WCC2015/3/138

Presentation by Local Councillor from Greater
Wellington Regional Council (GWRC)

Appendices
No.

Title

1

GWRC Report - June/July

Page
5

Author: External Author (GWRC)
Greater Wellington Regional Council
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GWRC Report - June/July

HCC community boards and community committees –
background information, June 2015
1.

Long Term Plan submissions
GWRC received 876 written submissions on the adoption of its Long Term Plan
2015-25. On Tuesday 19 May and 20 May 2015 50 submitters presented orally in
support of their written submissions. The results of the Petone Open Day voting on
the ‘Shape your Region’ consultation process were that the six packages received a
relatively even percentage of votes. The Public Transport infrastructure package
received the greatest percentage of votes at 22%, while the Flood Protection
infrastructure package received 15% of the votes- a higher percentage than in most
other locations around the region where the average percentage vote for this
package was 7%.
Overall, of the 876 submissions, 571 were received from individuals submitting on
the ‘Save the Capital Connection’ campaign. Other key themes were climate
change; transport planning and sustainable transport; water quality and water
conservation; and rates affordability.
The Committee has made a number of recommendations for changes to the Long
Term Plan to Council and these will be considered by Council on 16 June.

2.

Flood Protection

2.1

Hutt River - City Centre Upgrade Project
Investigations on the Integrated Concept Designs, combining components of
“Making Places”, Melling intersection upgrade, and flood protection improvement
options, are progressing with the aim of commencing community consultation at the
end of June.
The options, and those selected for community consultation, have been presented at
workshop sessions of the Hutt Valley Flood Management Subcommittee (HVFMS),
Hutt City Council (HCC) and GWRC’s Strategy and Policy Committee.

2.2

Melling interchange including the Melling Bridge replacement
The GWRC Flood Protection department has been collaboratively working with the
New Zealand Transport Agency (NZTA) and Hutt City Council (HCC) over the last
nine months in developing a business case for the replacement of the Melling
Bridge. Progression to the next stage of preliminary planning and design shall
coincide with the NZTA’s full study of the State Highway 2 corridor from
Featherston to Ngauranga Gorge State Highway 1 interchange beginning in July
2015.
Early indications are that this work will commence on the Melling interchange
including the Melling Bridge in the next 3-6 years.
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2.3

GWRC Report - June/July

Hutt River Mouth and bank edge protection
The Flood Management Plan (2001) identifies and schedules the implementation of
aspects of flood protection works near the Hutt River mouth. This area is monitored
by GWRC Flood Protection personnel.
Over the last year discussions with the committee of a collective of local businesses
along Port Road has been undertaken because of their concerns regarding storm
surge events in June 2013. The response to their inquiries has been to inform them
of the different roles of GWRC and HCC in the management of shoreline
boundaries. HCC manages costal protection while GWRC manages river protection
north of the Waiwhetu Bridge. GWRC continues to assist with information
including the long term planning processes and current scheduled upgrade works.
Both councils continue to provide active maintenance along the Hutt River’s edge.

2.4

Information on homeless people living under bridges
There have been occasional incidents involving homeless people who are found
living under bridges such as Melling Bridge by river rangers and other GWRC staff.
Generally, the action taken is limited to advising these people to ‘move on’. If there
is crime or more serious anti-social issues involved then police are contacted.
GWRC regards this as a social issue, as opposed to a flood protection issue.
Graffiti has been a significant problem in the river corridor close to the city centre
area. Furniture and structures close to that area are regularly sprayed and a
contractor has been employed by GWRC in order to clean it up.

2.5

14 May 2015 flooding
The Hutt Valley and Wainuiomata areas experienced significant levels of rain over
Thursday 14 May. In one hour, 42mm of rain was recorded in Avalon Peak. One
hour rainfall totals at Shandon and Wainuiomata reached 33mm and 28mm
respectively.
The Hutt River carried a large flow during the event but there was no significant
flooding. The Akatarawa River reached a similar level but all other major rivers
draining to the Hutt River had insignificant flows. The Waiwhetu Stream and
Wainuiomata River reached one in two year levels.
No GWRC-managed stop banks were breached throughout the area.
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GWRC Report - June/July

2.6

Erosion on Port Road at Seaview
On 23 May 2015 the Seaview Working Group presented a submission to the GWRC
2015-2025 Long Term Plan for the consideration for the advancement of the bank
protection work scheduled for 2027-2032 (Asset Management Plan). The
Committee has elected not to advance this in their recommendations to Council
because of the significant works and expenditure proposed in the City Centre reach
of the Hutt River over the next ten years.

3.

Public Transport

3.1

Update on Matangi trains
The first two Matangi 2 units arrived in Wellington on Sunday 24 May 2015, and
commissioning of these units has commenced. It is expected that the first new
Matangi 2 will be released for service in July 2015; all 35 new units should be in
service by mid-2016.
The existing Matangi fleet is currently undergoing a hardware retrofit programme to
fit the key design improvements (such as brighter and longer life LED head lights
and ditch lights, and driver door controls); the programme is currently going to plan
and is expected to be completed by end of June 2015.
In addition, the existing Matangi fleet is also planned to be fitted with a new
automatic coupler (including electrical and pneumatic connections), which the new
units are also fitted with. The first two prototype trains were released for
operational service on 27 April, after completing the installation, undergoing
extensive testing and verification, and staff training. The remainder of the existing
Matangi fleet is planned to be retrofitted upon completion of the hardware retrofit
programme.

4.

Parks

4.1

Belmont Regional Park and Transmission Gully
Many parts of the Belmont Regional Park were affected by the rainfall event of
Thursday 14 May. Significant effort has been made by GWRC staff completing
assessments and getting plans in place for rectifying damage. The Korokoro Valley
has large sections closed due to track and structures being damaged. This closure
will likely be in place for coming months as a plan is worked through to reinstate
the damaged infrastructure. This message is being communicated to park visitors by
onsite signage, press releases and social media.
Other projects underway in the park include the construction of the 4 degrees
mountain bike track and walkway which is part of the reinvestment programme
following the logging of the Stratton Street pine-block.
Resource consent has been granted for the development of the downhill network of
mountain bike tracks through the Stratton Street pine block. GWRC is finalising a
plan with the Belmont Area Mountain Bike Association (BAMBA) to get
construction of these underway.
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GWRC Report - June/July

The development of the major infrastructure in the new Farm Hub at Hill Road is
complete with the new manager’s house being completed. Construction of the lane
ways is underway with fencing of these to follow.
4.2

Wainuiomata Water Recreation Area
Over the past two years GWRC staff have been upgrading the Nikau track. Prior to
the work the track was in a poor condition. Over the upgrade period the track
formation has been improved and structures rationalised. Because of the particularly
poor condition of the last section of the track, that section has been terminated.
Environmental impacts, costs and low demand were factors considered in making
that decision.
The Whakanui track, which can be accessed off the Nikau track, is available for
public use. However the track is not maintained by GWRC. Because of this, seats
have been built blocking the turn off to the track in order to stop people who are
unaware of the track from stumbling upon it. GWRC plans to continue to focus its
efforts and resources on more popular loop tracks at Wainuiomata.
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HUTT CITY COUNCIL
WESTERN COMMUNITY COMMITTEE
Report of a meeting held in the Maungaraki Community Centre, 135 Dowse Drive,
Maungaraki on
Thursday 9 April 2015 commencing at 7.00pm

PRESENT:

Ms M Bowmar
Mrs K Wick
Cr M Shierlaw

Ms G Berridge (Chair)
Cr MJ Cousins
Mr P Matcham (Deputy Chair)

APOLOGIES:

There were no apologies.

IN ATTENDANCE:

Ms V Coull, Senior Environmental Health Officer (part
meeting)
Mr R Govinda, Manager Environmental Inspections (part
meeting)
Mr L Earl, Traffic Assets Manager (part meeting)
Ms S Haniel, Committee Advisor

PUBLIC BUSINESS

1.

APOLOGIES
There were no apologies.

2.

PUBLIC COMMENT
Comments are recorded under the item to which they relate.
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PRESENTATIONS
a)

Chorus Presentation - Deployment of Broadband
Ms J Seddon, Community Relations Advisor representing Chorus, advised that
ultrafast fibre optic cabling was being rolled out in Hutt City over the next few
years. She distributed maps of the planned build to members and further advised
that they were also available on Chorus’s website. She said that residents were
notified of cabling going into their area three weeks prior to installation. She
further said that the murals painted on the existing telephone cabinet boxes had
been done with community input and had reduced graffiti on those boxes.
In response to questions from members, Ms Seddon said that when reinstating
roads and footpaths, Chorus would make the area safe immediately, however the
time frame for full reinstatement could take as long as a month.

b)

Presentation by Local Councillor from Greater Wellington Regional Council
(GWRC)
Apologies were received from Cr Greig from GWRC.
The Chair elaborated on the report.
Members noted that passengers at Melling Station still had no shelter from the
weather. They further noted that they had raised this matter at their meeting in
November 2014, and reiterated their request that GWRC provide a temporary
shelter for commuters until the new train buffer was constructed.

c)

Presentation by NZ Police
There was no presentation by the Police.

4.

CONFLICT OF INTEREST DECLARATIONS
Cr Cousins declared a conflict of interest in item 6 a) 76 Pharzyn Street – Proposed
No Stopping At All Times Restrictions, and item 6 b) Bridge Street – Proposed P180
Parking And No Stopping At All Times Restrictions. She took no part in discussion
or voting on the matters.
PRECEDENCE OF BUSINESS
RESOLVED:

Minute No. WCC 15201

“That in terms of Standing Order 25.5, precedence be accorded to items 6 and 10 dealing with 76
Pharazyn Street – Proposed No Stopping At All Times Restriction, Bridge Street – Proposed P180
parking and No Stopping At All times Restrictions, and Noise Issues Around the Station Village
Special Commercial Activity Area.”
These items are recorded in the order in which they are listed on the order paper.
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MINUTES
RESOLVED:

Minute No. WCC 15202

“That the minutes of the meeting of the Western Community Committee held on Thursday, 12
February 2015, be confirmed as a true and correct record.”

6.

REPORTS REFERRED FOR COMMITTEE INPUT BEFORE BEING
CONSIDERED BY STANDING COMMITTEE OF COUNCIL
a)

76 Pharazyn Street - Proposed No Stopping At All Times Restriction (15/497)
Report No. WCC2015/2/118 by the Traffic Engineer
Cr Cousins declared a conflict of interest in 76 Pharazyn Street – Proposed No
Stopping At All Times Restrictions and took no part in discussion or voting on the
matter.
The Traffic Assets Manager elaborated on the report.
RESOLVED:

Minute No. WCC 15203

“That the Committee endorses the recommendation contained in the report.”
Cr Shierlaw abstained from voting on the above matter.
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b)

9 April 2015

Bridge Street - Proposed P180 Parking And No Stopping At All Times
Restrictions (15/498)
Report No. WCC2015/2/119 by the Senior Traffic Engineer
Cr Cousins declared a conflict of interest in Bridge Street – Proposed P180 Parking
And No Stopping At All Times Restrictions and took no part in discussion or
voting on the matter.
The Traffic Assets Manager elaborated on the report.
In response to questions from members, the Traffic Assets Manager said that the
residents who were directly affected had good driveway access for residential
parking, and that businesses had not been consulted on the proposal. He further
said that during consultation, officers had considered that out of about 200 all day
parks available for businesses, only five had been affected by the proposed parking
restrictions. Therefore there were many all day parks within walking distance of
work and employees would not be significantly affected by the proposal.
RESOLVED:

Minute No. WCC 15204

“That the Committee endorses the recommendations contained in the report.”
Cr Shierlaw abstained from voting on the above matter.
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CHAIR'S REPORT (15/361)
7.

Report No. WCC2015/2/99 by the Member
Speaking under public comment, Mr A Ward, representing the Walkies Volunteer
Group, said that he was part of a volunteer group which met and walked dogs together,
between six to 28 dogs, in the off-leash area along the Hutt River between Melling and
Belmont School. He said there had been instances where dogs had taken off and the
owners had not been in control. He added that this was a particular problem where State
Highway 2 was close to the path. He further added that his group was very thankful for
the litter bags and dog poo bins which Council had provided.
In response to questions from member, Mr Ward said that he supported the officers
proposed planting scheme in the affected areas and believed that it would be effective if
there were sufficient plants. He added that an eight foot solid fence would give more
security and that a temporary fence would help provide a barrier while the plants grew.
Speaking under public comment, Ms C Therkleson said that she supported Mr Ward’s
comments. She said that she had personally experienced dogs wandering around on State
Highway 2 and fortunately no accidents had arisen.
Speaking under public comment, Mr J Price said that he had helped to set up the Walkies
Volunteer Group and supported Mr Ward’s comments. He added that they enjoyed the
off-lead area, however, there were rabbits in the area which dogs would chase and for
this reason, a physical fence along the exposed areas would be his preferred option. He
further said that car break-ins were a particular concern for the Walkies Volunteer Group
which used social networking to form meets and asked if a CCTV could be provided at
the Belmont School end of the river path.
Speaking under public comment, Ms A Collard, representing Small Dog Socials and the
Wellington Beagle Club said that for Small Dog Socials, appoximately 50 dog owners
met once per month to walk their dogs. She said that this group did not use the dog
walking area along the Hutt River because it was not fenced. However, she said the
group would support a fully enclosed dog walking area which had appropriate fencing
to keep small dogs in, especially if it was located in a safe area of the city. She added that
such areas were great, especially if they had activities such as tunnels for the dogs, and
noted that Levin had a successful dog park.
Members noted that the Lower Hutt Community Facebook page had received a lot of
support for a fenced walking area for dogs.
The Chair elaborated on the report.
Members noted that there was no bike parking in Alictown and queried whether there
was any in Kelson. They considered that both of the suburbs should have provision for
cyclists to park and lock their bikes.
RESOLVED:
“That the report be received.”

Minute No. WCC 15205
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COMMITTEE ADVISOR'S REPORT (15/360)
Report No. WCC2015/2/18 by the Committee Advisor
The Chair elaborated on the report.
Members noted that officers would monitor the current cleaning service of the public
toilet on Montague Street, and that no additional service was planned. Ms Bowmar said
that, on occasion, the toilet had been too dirty to use. Members considered that users
should notify officers when this occurred. Members further noted that users of Victoria
Park had been known to use the bushes to go to the toilet, and that funding for a public
toilet would have to go through the annual plan process.
Members considered that signage for the Belmont School subway should go on the school
side. They further considered that some items in the Western Community Committee
Tour would need to go through the annual plan process for funding, such as a snakes
and ladders playground and dog fencing between Belmont School and Melling.
Members requested that the Committee be informed of the proposed SH2/SH58
interchange timetable.

RESOLVED:

Minute No. WCC 15206

“That the Committee endorses Ms M Bowmar’s upcoming attendance at the New Zealand
Community Boards Conference 2015, at a cost to be determined.”
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WESTERN COMMUNITY COMMITTEE SUBMISSIONS (15/506)
Memorandum dated 26 March 2015 by the Committee Advisor
The Chair elaborated on the memorandum. She thanked Ms Bowmar and Ms Wick for
presenting the verbal submission with her to the Local Government Commission New
Zealand.
RESOLVED:

Minute No. WCC 15207

“That the Committee:
(i)

notes that its submission in respect of the Local Government Commission New Zealand
requires retrospective endorsement;

(ii)

endorses its submission attached as Appendix 1 to the memorandum;

(iii)

notes that its submission in respect of the Regional Land Transport Plan requires
retrospective endorsement; and

(iv)

endorses its submission attached as Appendix 2 to the memorandum.”
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INFORMATION ITEM
Noise Issues Around the Station Village Special Commercial Activity Area
(15/536)
Memorandum dated 27 March 2015 by the Senior Health Officer
The Senior Environmental Health Officer elaborated on the memorandum.
In response to questions from members, the Senior Environmental Health Officer
advised that decibels were measured because this was the measure stipulated in
Lower Hutt’s District Plan. She further advised that bass levels and the genre of
music were factors for residents around Station Village. She added that the
Bellevue Hotel had an additional clause in Lower Hutt’s District Plan regarding
bass noise limits.
Cr Shierlaw expressed interest in similar technical data on the noise issues around
the Bellevue Hotel.
Members noted that some residents enjoyed the music and would go outside to
hear it more clearly when there were concert nights. They further noted that the
noise pressure had been within the required limits and also that officers had
contacted the Minister of the Environment about noise issues. Members thanked
officers on the thoroughness of the report.

RESOLVED:

Minute No. WCC 15208

“That the Committee notes the information contained in the memorandum.”

11.

QUESTIONS
There were no questions.

There being no further business the Chair declared the meeting closed at 8.37 pm.

Ms G Berridge
CHAIR

CONFIRMED as a true and correct record
Dated this 18th day of June 2015
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Western Community Committee
29 May 2015

File: (15/843)

Report no: WCC2015/3/173

Mudie Street, Alicetown: Proposed No
Stopping At All Times Restrictions
Purpose of Report
1.

The purpose of this report is to seek Council’s approval for the
installation of No Stopping At All Times Restrictions outside No. 49
Mudie Street as attached as Appendix 1 to the report.

Recommendations
That the Traffic Subcommittee recommends that Council approves the Proposed
No Stopping At All Times Restrictions outside No. 49 Mudie Street attached as
Appendix 1 to the report.
Background
2.

Council has been requested by the resident of No. 49 Mudie St to install
No Stopping At All Time Lines outside No.49 to ensure a safe roadway
width for vehicles and allow easy access for emergency and commercial
vehicles.

Discussion
3.
The minimum road width to provide two opposing traffic lanes is 5m.
4.

Mudie St at this location tapers from 6.5m to a minimum width of 4.4m.

5.

It is proposed to install No Stopping At All Times Lines, attached as
Appendix 1 to the report, to improve safety around the bend in the road
and ensure there is always access for emergency and commercial vehicles

Options
6.
The options are to install the No Stopping At All Times restrictions or not
to install them.
DEM11-30-4 - 15/843 - Mudie Street, Alicetown: Proposed No Stopping At All
Times Restrictions
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Consultation
7.
These restrictions have been requested by the directly affected resident at
No.49 Mudie Street.
8.

As this is considered to be a safety issue no further consultation has been
undertaken.

Legal Considerations
9.
These restrictions are made pursuant to the provisions of the Hutt City
Council Traffic Bylaw 2007 (amended 20 November 2014).
Financial Considerations
10.
The improvements will be funded from Council’s 2014/2015 road
marking budget.
Other Considerations
11.
In making this recommendation, officers have given careful consideration
to the purpose of local government in section 10 of the Local Government
Act 2002. Officers believe that this recommendation falls within the
purpose of local government in that it is supported by the directly
affected resident and improves safety for the benefit of all road users. It
does this in a way that is cost-effective because it utilises standard signs
and road markings to minimize the likelihood of crashes.
Appendices
No.

Title

1

Mudie Street Alicetown: Proposed No Stopping At All Times
Restrictions Report 15/729

Page
19

Author: Zackary Moodie
Traffic Engineer

Reviewed By: Lyle Earl
Traffic Assets Manager

Approved By: Ron Muir
Divisional Manager, Road and Traffic
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29 May 2015

File: (15/844)

Report no: WCC2015/3/174

Drummond Crescent, Kelson: Proposed No
Stopping At All Times Restrictions
Purpose of Report
1.

The purpose of this report is to seek Council’s approval for the
installation of No Stopping At All Times Restrictions outside No. 5
Drummond Crescent as attached as Appendix 1 to the report.

Recommendations
That the Traffic Subcommittee recommends that Council approves the Proposed
No Stopping At All Times Restrictions outside No. 5 Drummond Crescent as
attached as Appendix 1 to the report.
Background
2.

Council has received complaints from nearby residents that Valley Flyer
Buses currently park up and idle in the layby in Drummond Crescent, for
up to 20 minutes at a time, at the end of their Kelson route.

3.

This current practice is not acceptable as residents must put up with the
noise and annoyance caused by the buses parking up and idling.

4.

These complaints have been passed on to Greater Wellington Regional
Council (GWRC) to address, as they are responsible for public transport
provision.

Discussion
5.
GWRC has asked Hutt City Council, the road controlling authority, to
install No Stopping At All Times Restrictions to prevent any future
parking and idling in this area.

DEM11-30-4 - 15/844 - Drummond Crescent, Kelson: Proposed No Stopping At All
Times Restrictions
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Once this has been done GWRC advise they will ensure all buses park up
at the existing bus stop outside No. 246 Major Drive and do not idle
unnecessarily.

Options
7.
The options are to install the No Stopping At All Times restrictions as
proposed or not.
Consultation
8.
One local resident has consulted affected residents who have all indicated
their support for the installation of the proposed No Stopping At All
Times Restrictions.
Legal Considerations
9.
These restrictions are made pursuant to the provisions of the Hutt City
Council Traffic Bylaw 2007 (amended 20 November 2014).
Financial Considerations
10.
The improvements will be funded from Council’s 2015/2016 road
marking budget.
Other Considerations
11.
In making this recommendation, officers have given careful consideration
to the purpose of local government in section 10 of the Local Government
Act 2002. Officers believe that this recommendation falls within the
purpose of local government in that it is supported by the directly
affected residents. It is cost-effective because it utilises standard road
markings.
Appendices
No.

Title

1

Drummond Crescent, Kelson: Proposed No Stopping At All Times
Restrictions Report 15/774

Page
22

Author: Zackary Moodie
Traffic Engineer

Reviewed By: Lyle Earl
Traffic Assets Manager

Approved By: Ron Muir
Divisional Manager, Road and Traffic
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Drummond Crescent, Kelson: Proposed No Stopping At All Times Restrictions
Report 15/774
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File: (15/871)

Report no: WCC2015/3/175

Dog Control Bylaw
Purpose of Report
1.

To seek the Western Community Committees recommendations
concerning the review of the Dog Control Bylaw.

2.

The recommendations from the Western Community Committee will
then be presented to the Policy and Regulatory Committee meeting on 6
July 2015 for its consideration.

Recommendations
That the Committee:
(i)

consider the proposed Schedule of dog prohibited and dog exercise areas
as it relates to the Western Ward attached as Appendices 1 and 2 to the
report;

(ii)

approve the proposed Schedule subject to any changes they think fit; and

(iii)

note that their recommendations will be presented to the Policy and
Regulatory Committee for its consideration.

Background
3.

Council is to undertake a review of its Dog Control Policy and operational
procedures. The Dog Control Act 1996 sets out the requirements for the
Policy. The Act requires a review of the Policy to ensure that it complies
with section 10(4) of the Dog Control Act 1996. That section requires that
in adopting a policy, a territorial authority must have regard to:
(a) the need to minimise danger, distress, and nuisance to the community
generally; and
(b) the need to avoid the inherent danger in allowing dogs to have
uncontrolled access to public places that are frequented by children,
whether or not the children are accompanied by adults; and

DEM11-30-4 - 15/871 - Dog Control Bylaw
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(c) the importance of enabling, to the extent that is practicable, the public
(including families) to use streets and public amenities without fear of
attack or intimidation by dogs; and
(d) the exercise and recreational needs of dogs and their owners.
4.

A Dog Control Bylaw gives effect to the policy and cannot do anything
that is contrary to the policy. To assist Council with the review of the Dog
Control Bylaw 2005, all Community Boards and Community Committees
are being invited to make recommendations concerning the areas that
could be designated as either dog prohibition or dog exercise areas, as it
relates to their geographical areas of responsibility. The current dog
prohibition and exercise areas are listed as two separate schedules
attached to the current bylaw – this can be viewed on Council’s website
www.huttcity.govt.nz .

5.

To assist the Committee with its deliberations, attached as Appendices 1
and 2 to the report is a spread sheet that outlines the current dog
prohibition and exercise areas along with maps of each proposed area.
The current Bylaw describes in words only, dog prohibition and exercise
areas. The aim is to have maps attached to the draft Bylaw that goes out
for public consultation, along with an appropriate spread sheet to assist
anyone viewing the document to see exactly where these areas are
located.

Discussion
6.
The dog prohibition and exercise areas as outlined in Appendices 1 and 2
are what is currently contained within the current Dog Control Bylaw
2005. However please note the area located between Maps 6 and 15 is not
proposed as a dog exercise area. This area is located near John Kennedy
Good Bridge. People will be permitted to take their dogs through this
area provided it is on a leash. This is due to the range of facilities and
activities undertaken at this location.
Options
7.
It is recommended that the Board now consider the areas attached in
Appendices 1 and 2 as proposed dog exercise or prohibition areas. The
recommendations of the Board to either approve, amend or revoke any of
the areas listed can then be presented to the Policy and Regulatory
Committee for its consideration.
Consultation
8.
A pre-consultation phase has been undertaken and any issues raised have
been reported to the appropriate Board/Committee in the first instance
for consideration and recommendation to the Policy and Regulatory
Committee. Also a schedule of dog prohibition and exercise areas has
been prepared and presented to all Boards/Committee’s seeking their
input, as it relates to their ward area.
9.

The Policy and Regulatory Committee will consider the recommendations
from the Boards and Committees and then recommend a draft Dog
Control Bylaw to the Council. Council will then adopt a draft Dog
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Control Bylaw that will then be subject to the special consultative
procedure as outlined in the Local Government Act 2002.
Legal Considerations
10.
The creation of a new Dog Control Bylaw must be developed using the
special consultative procedure as outlined in the Local Government Act
2002.
Financial Considerations
11.
There are no financial considerations at this stage.
Other Considerations
12.
In making this recommendation, officers have given careful consideration
to the purpose of local government in section 10 of the Local Government
Act 2002. Officers believe that this recommendation falls within the
purpose of the local government in that in that it is a regulatory
requirement under the Dog Control Act 1996 and the Local Government
Act 2002 to meet the current and future needs of the community as it
relates to dog control.
Appendices
No.

Title

Page

1

Dog Exercise Areas 2015 - Western Table

26

2

Dogs Exercise Areas 2015 - Western Maps

27

Author: Graham Sewell
Principal Policy Advisor

Reviewed By: Wendy Moore
Divisional Manager, Strategy and Planning

Approved By: Kim Kelly
General Manager, Strategic Services
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File: (15/827)

Report no: WCC2015/3/176

Proposed New Private Street Name - Lime
Grove
Purpose of Report
1.

To name the new proposed private road off Otonga Heights as Lime
Grove.

Recommendations
It is recommended that the Committee approve the name of the new private road
off Otonga Heights as Lime Grove, as attached as Appendix 1 to the report.
Background
2.

Stage two of the former Otonga School site is under development and 10
new residential properties are being created with access from a new
private road which requires a new street name.

3.

The proposed private road is a one-way road connecting Otonga Heights
(Private) to Maungaraki Road in an east to west direction parallel to the
existing Otonga Heights road, as attached as Appendix 1 to the report.

4.

The new proposed road will be a private road. It is normal in such
circumstances to consult less widely than would be the case if it were to
be a public road, often placing more emphasis on the developer’s
suggestion.

5.

The developer has expressed little interest in the name other than hinting
Oakleigh Green.

Discussion
6.
The Western Community Board has been approached by officers seeking
name suggestions. To date only one name has been proffered by Cr.
Cousins, Lime Grove.
7.

Lime Grove is in keeping with the local convention of using tree names.
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8.

There is no conflict with the name Lime Grove within the region.

9.

Lime Grove conforms to the NZ Standard for street names.

Options
10.
Two names have been suggested, Lime Grove and Oakleigh Green.
11.

Oakleigh Green is considered by the NZ Standard for Street Names and
Postal Addresses to be less desirable due to the proximity of Oakleigh
Street.

Consultation
12.
Consultation has been limited to the Western Community Board
members and their network of local residents.
Legal Considerations
13.
The Community Board has the delegated responsibility to name the new
private road.
14.

It is important that new streets are named early in the development stage
as a variety of utility connections and other administrative bodies require
individual street addresses in order for the necessary connections to be
provided.

Financial Considerations
15.
There are no financial considerations. The developer is responsible for the
necessary street name signs. This will be undertaken by the Council
contractor with the cost paid for by the developer.
Other Considerations
16.
In making this recommendation, officers have given careful consideration
to the purpose of local government in section 10 of the Local Government
Act 2002. Officers believe that this recommendation falls within the
purpose of the local government in that it names the new street. It does
this in the standard cost-effective way.
Appendices
No.

Title

1

Appendix 1: Proposed New Private Street Name Lime Grove 15827
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Author: Wayne King
Senior Traffic Engineer

Reviewed By: Lyle Earl
Traffic Assets Manager

Approved By: Ron Muir
Divisional Manager, Road and Traffic
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Appendix 1: Proposed New Private Street Name Lime Grove 15-827
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Our Reference

15/928

TO:

Chair and Members
Western Community Committee

FROM:

Debbie Hunter

DATE:

08 June 2015

SUBJECT:

WESTERN COMMUNITY ENGAGEMENT FUND ROUND
TWO 2014-2015

Recommendations
That the Committee:
(i)

notes that there is $3,501.00 available for allocation in the Committee’s
Community Engagement Fund Round Two;

(ii)

notes that the funds must be fully allocated in the 2014/2015 financial year;

(iii)

notes that the Community Engagement Fund Round Two opened on 21
April 2015, with applications closing on 19 May 2015 and no applications
have been received to date; and

(iv)

agrees that any applications received will be distributed to members for
consideration and final decision at this meeting.

Purpose of Memorandum
The purpose of the memorandum is for the Committee to assess the applications
received and recommend funding allocations. There were no applications
received at the time of printing this agenda. The funds must be fully allocated in
the 2014/2015 financial year.
Any applications received prior to the meeting will be distributed to members for
consideration and final decision at this meeting.
Appendices
There are no appendices for this Memorandum.

Author: Debbie Hunter
Community Advisor Funding and Community Contracts

Approved By: Melanie Laban
Community Projects and Relationship Manager
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Western Community Committee
12 May 2015

File: (15/764)

Report no: WCC2015/3/27

Committee Advisor's Report

1.

Purpose of Report
The primary purpose of this report is to update the Committee on various
items of interest.

Recommendation
It is recommended that the Committee receives the report.
2.

Financial Update – 2014/15 Budget
The Committee’s Miscellaneous Administration budget for the 2014/15
financial year is $5,000.00. The budget spreadsheet is attached as Appendix 1
to the report.
Miscellaneous Admin
Expenditure to date
Balance

3.

$ 5,000.00
$
704.65
$ 4,295.35

2014/15 Training Budget
The Committee’s Training Budget for the 2014/15 financial year is $3,000.00.
As at 9 June 2015, the balance is $239.56. The Training Budget spreadsheet is
attached as Appendix 2 to the report.
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2015 Tour
Items from the 2015 tour are attached as Appendix 3 to the report.

5.

Control of Liquor in Public Places Bylaw
The review of the Liquor in Public Places Bylaw report will be considered by
Council’s Policy and Regulatory Committee at its meeting in July 2015.

Appendices
No.

Title

Page

1

Miscellaneous Administration Budget - June 2014/2015

41

2

Training Budget - June 2014/2015

42

3

Western Community Committee Tour 14 March 2015

43

Author: Susan Haniel
Committee Advisor

Reviewed By: Kate Glanville
Senior Committee Advisor

Approved By: Kathryn Stannard
Divisional Manager, Secretariat Services
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Miscellaneous Administration Budget - June 2014/2015

MISCELLANEOUS ADMINISTRATION BUDGET - WESTERN COMMUNITY COMMITTEE EXPENDITURE 2014/2015
Item

July

August

Sept

October

Nov

Dec

January

February

March

April

May

June

Expenses
per Item

Opening Balance

$5,000.00

Advertising
Venue

Totals

$526.00
$26.09

$112.56

$638.56
$40.00

$66.09

Miscellaneous

Less Total Expenditure
Closing Balance
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Training Budget - June 2014/2015

TRAINING BUDGET - WESTERN COMMUNITY COMMITTEE EXPENDITURE 2014/2015
Item

July

August

Sept

October

Nov

Dec

January

February

March

April

May

June

Expenses
per
Person

Opening Balance

$3,000.00

Ms J Berridge

$350.00

Mr P Matcham

$350.00

Ms M Bowmar

Total

$430.44

Ms K Wick
Less Total Expenditure
Closing Balance
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$625.00

$975.00
$350.00
$1,005.00

$1,435.44
$0.00
$2,760.44
$239.56
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Western Community Committee Tour 14 March 2015

Western Community Committee Tour 15 March 2015 Action List
(Updates in Bold)

Issue

Explanation

Progress

Officer

Toilets are leaking.

Lease indicates this aspect is the
responsibility of leasee
Clause 10 Appendix A of current
lease, expiry 06/ 2019.
The Maungaraki Community Trust
have been notified of the problem.

Derek Bradley

In progress

Les Dalton

Investigating this issue.

Leanne Kernot

Officers have met with residents and
Committee members on site. Further
investigation is required.

Paul Duffin

Maungaraki
1.

Mens’ toilets at the Community Centre are
rundown and could do with an upgrade.

Alicetown
2.

Victoria Park – needs a ‘dog on lead’ sign.
Harbourview

3.

Cityview Grove intersection – Could this
have asphalt rather than chipseal?
The chipseal on the uphill section needs
watercutting to clean the bitumen off and
fix the slipperiness.

4.

Private property on the corner of Viewmont Could officers investigate whether a
Drive and Harbourview Drive has
business is being run from this
unsightly storage near road.
property?
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There is a lot of turning traffic on this
corner.
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Issue

Western Community Committee Tour 14 March 2015

Explanation

Progress

Officer

Officers will review.
Why does it need a fence?
In progress.

Craig Cottrill

Tirohanga
5.

Matuhi St playground – needs a fence.

6.

Matuhi St playground – needs a ‘dog on
lead’ sign.

Les Dalton

Belmont/Belmont Domain
7.

Belmont Domain playground – needs a
fence and ‘dog on lead’ sign

Dogs run onto the playground from
the river reserve dog-walking area.

In progress.

Les Dalton

8.

Belmont Domain – needs a sign at the
entranceway of the domain.

So that visitors know where they are.

In progress.

Aaron Marsh

More information please.

Craig Cottrill

We can certainly liaise with GW
regarding the placement of any
notice board the Community may
wish to provide at the station.

Ron Muir

Kelson
9.

Major Drive - Ilam Grove playground –
could the fence be reviewed please.
Melling

10.

Melling Station needs a community
noticeboard.
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Completed Items
Issue

Explanation

Progress

Officer

Maungaraki
1.

Thanks to officers for new playgrounds,
Magnolia Grove and Maungaraki School.

Pass along the feedback to officers.

Passed on.

Craig Cottrill

2.

Bike parking is needed at Maungaraki
Shops.

There is nowhere for bike riders to
park and secure their bikes.

In progress. Proposed location is by
the seat directly opposite the vehicle
entrance. Will be completed by the
end of May. Completed

Jan Simmons

3.

Mulberry St lookout layby construction
progress.

Works programmed for start March
2016. Work will be paid for over 2
financial years as part of minor road
and footpaths capital works budget.
FH to do.

Colin Lunn

This is going through the annual
plan process.

Craig Cottrill

Due for replacement in 2020. This
can be repainted in the next financial
year.
No additional service planned, will
monitor current service. Users to
notify council re sanitation issues
when they arise.

Craig Cottrill

Alicetown
4.

Victoria Park - Could do with toilet for
families, even if it is a portable toilet.

5.

Victoria Park - Playground needs a spruce
up to get it looking nice again.

6.

Public toilet on Montague Street needs
cleaning more regularly and could do with
a spruce up.
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The playcentre nearby does not let
families use their toilets.
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7.

Issue
Victoria Park – Fence needs repair along
Cuba Street.

Western Community Committee Tour 14 March 2015

Explanation
Boards are missing.

Progress
Fence has been repaired.

Officer
Craig Cottrill

Due for replacement in 2018/19.

Craig Cottrill

In progress. Due by December 2015.

Craig Cottrill

Normandale
8.
9.

Pekanga Road - Playground needs a spruce
up to get it looking nice again.
Normandale to Tirohanga walking track
signs could do with being bigger and more
info such as ‘not suitable for buggies or
bikes’.
Harbourview

10.

Playground on Viewmont Drive looks tired
and could do with a spruce up.

Waterblast to remove fungus on
wood.

In progress, officers will have fungus Craig Cottrill
removed.

Tirohanga
11.

Matuhi St playground – The earth seems to
crevice/slump in this playground. It has
moved under the playground mat and
eroded/slumped in the grassed area.

12.

Pomare Road – could do with traffic signs
‘Downhill gives way to uphill’ and road
markings if possible, to slow the downhill
traffic.
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School traffic (especially downhill)
tends to go too fast for the conditions
and can’t stop with enough room to
let both cars past. Difficult for
downhill to back-up when they meet
uphill traffic.

There is an ongoing programme to
fix the slumps. Work has been done
recently.

Craig Cottrill

A “Downhill Traffic Gives way to
uphill Traffic” sign will be installed.
This will be a courtesy request sign.

Nigel
Parkin/Wayne
King
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13.

Issue
Pomare Road footpath construction
timetable.

Western Community Committee Tour 14 March 2015

Explanation

Progress
Current construction timetable is for
years 2016/17 and 2017/18.

Officer
Leanne Kernot

A request has been put to Council
to bring this funding forward by
one year to 2015/16 and 2016/17
years.
14.

Shortcut from SH2 to Pomare Road:
a) Dig out the previous rock and clay fall
which has been trodden into the path
(just above where the path has earlier
fallen away completely).
b) Replace the loose gravel with
compacted lime stabilised gravel so that
it does not creep off down the slope.

a) This is now muddy for city
shoes.
b) Creeping leaves gigantic steps at
the wooden and concrete steps,
300mm or more, with sloping
ground to step onto which can be
dangerous.

A) This has been actioned.
Slips were cleared. Fulton
Hogan have provided us
with a quote (which has
been accepted) to seal the
path south of the wooden
bridge to the connection
point with the SH2
walkway.
B) Have programmed for
repairing with lime
stabilised base course. FH
to do. This stretch is also on
our radar for more
permanent improvements to
coincide with install of new
path, Pomare Road

Colin Lunn

Belmont/Belmont Domain
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15.

Issue
Belmont Lights - Dangerous crossing for
traffic coming off SH2 northbound who are
not going to Belmont but heading back
southbound.

16.

Footpath by tennis courts at Belmont
Domain needs continuation to the
playground.

17.

Speed limit on SH2 should be lowered to
80KMH along Western Hills suburbs.
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Explanation

To allow for traffic, cyclists and
pedestrians crossing over SH2 into
the city.

Progress
This was implemented by NZTA to
resolve an extremely dangerous exit
from Pomare Rd onto SH2. It has
provided a significant safety
improvement (4 people were killed
at the Pomare Rd exit). There is no
current proposal to change the
current setup.
A drop kerb will be constructed to
allow pedestrian access from the
footpath through to the carpark.

Officer
Ron Muir
NZTA

SH2 is the responsibility of NZTA.
The issue of an 80kph speed limit
has been passed on to them but they
have not resolved to make any
changes at this time.

Ron Muir
NZTA

Craig Cottrill
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19.

Issue
Fencing is needed along the stretch of grass
from Belmont School toward Melling for
approx. 150-200 metres.

Fencing is also needed along the stretch of
grass from Block Road to halfway along to
Belmont lights.

Western Community Committee Tour 14 March 2015

Explanation
It is one of the most popular dog
walking paths in the Hutt, but at that
place the path is very close to the
motorway.

Dogs have run onto the road here.

Progress
Officers have investigated. The
measured length is 400m. Council
can contribute up to 400
appropriate re-vegetation plants
and there are Residents
Associations willing to be involved
in a staged community planting
project with the intention that
planting would eventually deter
dogs from accessing the motorway.
There is no funding from NZTA or
GWRC, and NZTA is exempt from
the Fencing Act. Council funding
would need to go through the
annual plan process.
As above.

Officer
Kristan Robinson
Ron Muir
NZTA

Ron Muir
NZTA

Kelson
20.

The grounds of the Kelson Community
House has a suitable site for a snakes and
ladders playground.
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This is going through the annual
plan process.

Craig Cottrill
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Issue
Kennedy-Good bridge does not have a sign
with its name on.

Explanation

22.

SH2 to Belmont School subway – needs
signage to advise of its existence.

Pedestrians/cyclists do not know that Discussed with Chair. Existing
signage is sufficient.
it is there.

23.

Recycling station - problem with household
rubbish dumping.

Kelson Recycling Station is one of the
better recycling stations within Hutt
City if there is dumping at site its
minimal compared to other stations.
Dumping at stations is an ongoing
issue. Our recycling contractor will
liaise with environmental litter officer
if any evidence is found amongst
refuse bags dumped with photo
evidence. Usually items is furniture ie
mattress or tv’s that can’t be
identified. Road and Traffic rely on
general public to report offenders
dumping with information of items
dumped, vehicle rego, description of
offenders etc

21.

Progress
Although NZTA have erected
bridge ‘name plates’ on the bridges
spanning the highways as a
navigational aid it is not our policy
to sign post our local bridges. As
we have more than 50 road bridges
the cost would be substantial and is
not currently budgeted for.

There will be more new bins going
into this area with improved
signage, due mid July.

Officer
Ron Muir

Nigel Parkin

Iesha McDonald

Haywards
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24.

25.

Issue
Hebden Crescent. Poor road condition - has
potholes.

Traffic light phasing at SH58/SH2 needs
adjusting.

Western Community Committee Tour 14 March 2015

Explanation
There is heavy traffic along this road.

Progress
Completed

Officer
John Middleton

These signals are monitored and
managed by NZTA. The current
situation is, on balance, the best that
can be achieved. An interchange is
planned by NZTA for this
intersection in the very near future.

Wayne King
NZTA

SH2 Footpaths
26.

Maungaraki to Melling Bridge along SH2
needs a footpath.
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Concept design options are currently Lyle Earl
being prepared by AECOM
NZTA
consultants for NZTA, which will be
developed into a proposed option
and put forward for funding.
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Issue
SH2 to Pomare Road:

Explanation

a) In places where there is room, widen the
path to double the existing width.

a) There is increased cycle and
pedestrian usage on this path.
There is no road berm for cyclists
on this part of SH2.

b) Improve the drainage of rainwater from
the hillside so it is drained under the
path rather than over it. Maybe by
raising the path with another 100mm of
concrete so water goes into the existing
drains under the path.
c) Capture the water at all the small
streams with a small nib wall. It could
be covered by a grate to prevent rock
blocking the drain.
d) Please impress upon the contractors that
it is not sufficient to push rock falls into
the gutters.

Progress
Issues have been forwarded to
NZTA’s Adam Nicholls (Journey
Manager) to investigate and
address where required.

Officer
Leanne Kernot
NZTA

b) Currently a number of small
streams run over that path all
year round but much worse in
winter. Silt and leaves remain on
the path from the overflow and
build a muddy compost for
pedestrians and cyclists to try
and get past.
d) Build-up of rocks inhibits
drainage.

e) Remove the tree stump (just south of
Casteloma) left over from the car
collision last year and maintain the selfsown sycamores which can get too
plentiful and cut out the light.
f) Place mulch over the planting strip
beside SH2 under the trees to improve
the appearance.

f)

This is the gateway to the city
and looks very rough at present.

Manor Park
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28.

Issue
SH2 to Manor Park subway – needs signage
to advise of its existence.

Western Community Committee Tour 14 March 2015

Explanation
Progress
Pedestrians/cyclists do not know that This will be addressed with the
it is there.
SH58/SH2 interchange.

Officer
Nigel Parkin

To get to Block Road pedestrians
have to walk over the grass – no
footpath. They have to cross Block
Road which can be very busy at
times.
There are only a few low speed trains
on week days and no weekend trains.

Colin Lunn

Melling
29.

There is poor pedestrian access from
Tirohanga across Block Road to the river
walk/cycleway.

30.

Continuation of cycleway from Petone to
Melling in the rail corridor. A level crossing
is needed somewhere between Western
Hutt Station and Melling.
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No budget to install path this
financial year. Road & Traffic to
investigate install of connecting path
early in 2015/16.

Concept design options are currently Ron Muir
being prepared by AECOM
AECOM
consultants for NZTA, which will be
developed into a proposed option
and put forward for funding.
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Our Reference

15/757

TO:

Chair and Members
Western Community Committee

FROM:

Susan Haniel

DATE:

11 May 2015

SUBJECT:

WESTERN COMMUNITY COMMITTEE SUBMISSIONS

Recommendation
That the Committee:
(i) notes that its submission in respect of Council’s Long Term Plan requires
retrospective endorsement;
(ii) endorses its submission attached as Appendix 1 to the memorandum;
(iii) notes that its submission in respect of Greater Wellington Regional Council’s
Shape Your Region consultation document for its 10 year plan requires
retrospective endorsement; and
(iv) endorses its submission attached as Appendix 2 to the memorandum.

Appendices
No.

Title

Page

1

WCC Submission on the 2015 Annual Plan

55

2

Shape Your Region Submission to GWRC

61

Author: Susan Haniel
Committee Advisor

Reviewed By: Kate Glanville
Senior Committee Advisor

Approved By: Kathryn Stannard
Divisional Manager, Secretariat Services
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WCC Submission on the 2015 Annual Plan

Submission on the 2015-25 Annual Plan, Hutt City Council
Presented by the Western Community Committee (WCC)
Yes we would like to speak to this submission
Ph: 566 8781

021 488 682

Introduction
The Vision (A great place to live, work and play) and Strategic Direction, particularly the
statements –
“we need to improve the quality of life for our community”
through delivery of the best core services
…are appropriate for the western ward, where the long term future for our community halls
and houses are threatened because of their exclusion from the Hub proposals. Apart from
Alicetown, our ratepayers have to cross State Highway 2 (SH2) to access all city facilities
(like bowling and petanque greens, swimming pools, libraries and sports’ grounds) except for
minor playgrounds, so this year we will focus on routine maintenance within our ward
(including the planned Alicetown Community Centre kitchen upgrade), beside one new
snakes and ladders playground project request. Playground maintenance is a priority.

Recent submissions are lobbying to exclude fluoride ion from our water. The western hills
ratepayers generally subscribe to the position of preserving the status quo position of
retaining fluoride iron in our water1. We would strongly submit that public health issues
should continue to be evaluated on the best scientific and medical evidence, rather than illinformed populist campaigns.2

WCC Project request
Having learned of the new trend for sloping hillside Snakes and Ladders playgrounds in
Australia, we would like to ask for a budgetary allocation for one in either: Kelson or
Maungaraki (thinking of land availability). As both suburbs are growing with new homes

1

Dr M. V.Berridge Rounding up a flat earth – Controversies in Health. See Chapter 3 “Fluorine, Chlorine and
Iodine”. (BWB Books: Wellington, 2015). E-Book.
2
Sir Peter Gluckman the Chief Science Adviser to the Prime Minister, and the President of the Royal Society of
New Zealand, Sir David Skegg, “Health Effects of water fluoridation: A Review of the Scientific Evidence”. 20
August 2014. http://www.pmcsa.org.nz/publications/.
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being built, it seems appropriate to site one now and one in the immediate future. We are also
conscious of changing population demographics , and the increasing need, and desire for
activity areas catering for older adults. We consider that provision for these should be an
integral part of playground planning for the future.
We therefore submit that provision should be made for ‘elderly playgrounds’ in future
upgrades and enhancements of existing playgrounds. To supplement this concept, and in line
with the ‘Get out and Play’ strategy, we submit that the development of a ‘fitness trial’ of offroad paths with exercise stations at intervals should be developed across the Western Hills.
We suggest that the Gaskin Grove –Jubilee Park upper entrance on Normandale Road track
would form an integral part of this development and submit that both the extension of this
path across Western Hills suburbs and the development of pedestrian and cycle friendly
crossings of SH2 should be a priority.

Planned City Projects
WCC supports any cycle network upgrade that specifically enhances cycling for the cyclists.
We consider, however, that specific measures which enhance cycling access across SH2 for
the cyclists in Alicetown and the western hills should be considered as an integral and
necessary component. This is especially so in light of the growing popularity and use of
cycling and mountain biking trails in Belmont Regional Park.

Although some of our residents would use the proposed Regional Bowls Centre, we consider
that priority should be given, in any development of this complex, to activities that would
directly benefit the local community. Our children and young people swim and take lessons
in Huia and Naenae swimming pools particularly. Our children and youth use sports grounds
at Hutt Park for soccer and rugby grounds throughout the valley, as well as hockey at the
Avalon artificial turf and netball and basketball at Taita. These upgrades we support.

A few of our young people are at risk and use youth services like Vibe, and the Melling
Skateboard facility.

Bike stands are requested and needed for Maungaraki and Kelson shopping areas.
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Four issues that are most important
1. Maintenance
a. of community halls and community centres.
Alicetown saw council spend $4,000 on a drafted plan to upgrade the community
house kitchen with no further action four years on. The security window for the
coordinator that is standard issue for a community house has yet to be installed.

b. Routine maintenance of toilets
i.

Maungaraki Community Centre men’s urinal leaks and should be replaced by
individual male urinals.

ii.

The Alicetown Montague Street public toilet is a depressing palette of grey.
Surely coloured ground tiles could lift its depressing appearance? Do we want
to win an award for the worst modern toilet in NZ? Why is lack of colour okay
for Alicetown, but not for Taita, Naenae or Wainuiomata?

c. Playgrounds-maintenance and signage and development to include senior play
equipment.
d.
i.

Belmont Domain has a stretch of footpath missing to the playground where
HCC land finishes and the GWRC floodplain begins. Surely, HCC could
complete this short stretch of missing footpath and send the minimal invoice
to GWRC?
Signage needs to delineate where dog owners have to avoid the playground
unless their dogs are leashed.

ii.

Child protection barriers-Matuhi street playground (Tirohanga) has no fence at
all; Kelson playground near Ilam Grove has just an ankle height barrier.

iii.

A sign at Victoria Park playground needs to illustrate where the Montague
Street toilet is and walking time. A portable toilet would be preferred given
the volume of park users linked to schools and commercial activity.
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Playgrounds cleaning maintenance Victoria Park, (Alicetown) Pekanga Road
(Normandale), and Viewmont Drive (query a water blast to remove fungus on
wood).

e. Road surfaces-on the ward tour they were reasonable, with the exception of
Hebden Crescent which is due to be fixed.

f. Signage-suburban identification is poor and entrances are scruffy. Theyt need
plantings

2. Cycling Links-this is a project that is multi-agency and involves GWRC and NZTA
as well. HCC could improve the crossing for cyclists across Block Road at Melling.

As noted above, all residents from the Western Hills need to cross SH2 to access the
city facilities and routes to/from Wellington and Upper Hutt. Apart from Normandale
Road, these are all problematical for cyclists and pedestrians.

Negotiating the Dowse interchange requires a high degree of confidence and
situational awareness that makes it unsuitable for young children or those coming
back to active mode transport after many years. The underpasses at Kelson are poorly
signposted, restricted in width, and difficult to access directly from SH2 northbound.
Having safely crossed SH2, users are then faced with a similar situation at the
interchanges with Harcourt Werry Drive.

The greatest problem however is at Melling / Block Road, where pedestrian crossing
is complex and very time constrained. This is a serious concern for the elderly or
those with small children3. Cyclist are also constrained to ‘owning the lane’ as the
only safe method of proceeding. A process which is practical (if less than desirable)
where direct crossing or left turns are undertaken at light controlled intersections.

3

Personally experienced by the Chair with grandchildren more recently and a blind father in the late 1990s.
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This is completely impractical where a right turn is involved however. In this case,
cyclist can only dismount and act as pedestrians.4

3. Melling traffic interface– the bridge and the station planning are multi-agency and
involve GWRC and NZTA as well as NZ Rail. There is an obvious interface for
vehicular traffic, cyclists and pedestrians around the bridge and the station.
(We need to be kept informed.)

a. Currently, the issue with GWRC and NZ Rail is no weather protection for commuters
as the train stops well away from the station. Winter is approaching and commuters
will either get wet or drive into town.

b. The pedestrian and cyclist interface is not clearly delineated. Locals know the way but
visitors do not. There is no pedestrian protection or vehicular separation from
Tirohanga to Maungaraki for the footpath by SH2 (NZTA).

4. SH2/no separation with dog walk area This is an issue involving a multiagency approach and involves GWRC and NZTA as well as HCC. The issue is that
from Belmont School to the Belmont lights, and the short stretch from Block Road
halfway to the Belmont lights vegetation has been removed that discouraged dogs
from running onto the road.

This has caused some problems with dogs having run onto the road from both ends of
the dog walking area beside the river. Residents have indicated they would voluntarily
plant foliage beside SH2 and are in touch with officers at present..

A submitter at the last WCC meeting requested HCC host a permanent multi-agency
project with GWRC of a fenced small dog park. This would allow small dogs to run
off their leashes. Currently people come to Hutt City from all over the region to walk
dogs on leashes. The submitter viewed this opportunity as a potential drawcard for
small businesses like cafes to benefit from a regional financial injection.
4

Cyclists going north on SH2 have been observed regularly practising a left into HarbourView, and then take
the lights with cars going across the Melling Bridge. It seems to be a safe strategy.
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Conclusion

We have noted the new trend for sloping hillside Snakes and Ladders playgrounds in
Australia, and we have requested a budgetary allocation for one in either: Kelson or
Maungaraki. We have also raised maintenance concerns in this ward.

We have raised our Melling and SH2 interagency issues and concerns. We have
lobbied for cycling improvements. We have raised a fenced small dog park as a
business drawcard and opportunity for Hutt City. We categorically reject the call for
removal of Fluoride from our water.
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Shape Your Region Submission
Submitted by the Western Community Committee of Hutt City Council
(We will appear to talk to the submission.)

Introduction
It appears that the prioritisation given to projects has been correctly gauged
because the numerical order is appropriate in the first three package numbers
given the general population base. All projects are worthy, but the budgetary
limits obviously dictate that a balance and preferential ordering be accorded to
effect optimal cost efficiencies and user needs. The first three projects packages
are essential and the subsequent three packages are commendable only insofar
as they can be funded and afforded. With cycling it is important to build in
tracks early on when highways are being constructed as this is more cost
effective and cost efficient. Recommended priority order: packages as written.

Package 1-Investing in Regional Infrastructure (Public Transport) Yes.
Given the topography of the Wellington region, it does seem that maintaining
and upgrading infrastructure is critical to our efficient functioning as a region.
With the region being prone to transport congestion on the highways, it is
sensible to invest $29 million over ten years in order to improve bus networks
and infrastructure, improve rail services by working with NZ Rail particularly
on the park and ride car park availability and to encourage cycling.

Urgent Concern
To this end, we Melling rail users remain concerned that there continues to be
no weather protection for commuters. The temporary train end-of-line position
currently affords no protection to commuters who must walk long distances to
the station and to cars. We appreciate the anticipated future remodelling of the
Melling station and bridge options, but urge strongly that a solution to this
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dilemma be found. We do not wish rail patronage numbers to decline once the
winter weather descends.

Package 2- Investing in Regional Infrastructure (Protection from flood risk)
Yes.
We are bound to support the continued floodplain management plans costing
$51 million over the next ten years, as outlined in both developments and
updating plans. This work is essential to the economy of the region and for the
welfare of its inhabitants.

Package 3-Getting More people on public transport Yes.
The proposal for $53 million over the next ten years seems critically important
for a growth economy. As current traffic congestion is so bad in the Wellington
region, (and with a need to reduce traffic emissions), it is a common-sense,
practical approach to encourage more people to use public transport.
Government will fund this around 50% so it must be prioritised.

Of the $53 million forecast for the next ten years, it would seem more basic and
cheaper approaches could work:
 on encouraging providers to provide safer monitoring of drivers
and multicultural hospitality training of their drivers and
conductors for bus, rail and ferry. There are too many complaints
about treatment of mothers with buggies and the elderly falling
over as the bus speeds off before they are seated. In 2008 a
complaint to NZ Rail was binned so there was no record of it. At
Taita station an Express train stopped, saw a class waiting politely
to embark and then took off. Passengers were astonished. The
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class was late for its Censorship seminar as it had to catch a later
train which stopped at all stations. Anti-Muslim sentiment from
the conductor was experienced in 2007 by a young woman
wearing a hijab.
 The next task is to address timetable efficiencies and gaps in
service provision, (15% increase in trips over the next ten years
seems too far out) ,) which facilitates reduced advertising, as word
of mouth is the cheapest and most cost effective way of improving
user patronage. GWRC will miss the boat with a new generation
of workers.
 Current planning is working on electronic ticketing travel zones
and mixed transport use eg bus/rail or bus/ferry links. (2017/18 is
too far away). This has taken far too long given the examples
shown by cities in Australia, which have been ahead in this area
since the 1980s.
 Again, the Melling example is a disincentive to travel to work on
the train as you will embark drenched to the skin and disembark
for work in the same state. This is not ideal as it will lead to illness
and loss of income. Melling needs a long commuters cover or
verandah like that at the Petone station.
 The upgrading of trains and buses has been a great step forward to
encourage commuter use of public transport and we can sing the
praise of the Airport Shuttle bus.
 We support reduced travel for children and off-peak travel, along
with the Total Mobility Scheme and the installation of wheelchair
hoists in more taxi vans.
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Package 4-Getting Out and About –(built in with new infrastructure)Yes.
The aim, to increase by 17% to 2025, people getting out of their cars by walking
and cycling to work is commendable. Provided the government funds this
around 50% then it should go ahead as the cost, $4.6 million over 10 years is
manageable within budgetary constraints and no doubt has a sound cost
efficiency and cost effective analysis to accompany it.

Such a project would also benefit those not in work but in retirement. The
health benefits cannot be ignored for all users.

Package 5-Keeping the Water Flowing Yes (provided targeted rating) Yes with
costs confined to an efficient minimum.
Working through Wellington Water, the proposed pipeline linkages should be
upgraded. Porirua emergency water storage should be rate targeted tlo Porirua
and Northern Wellington, as well as the Waterloo treatment plant targeted to
Hutt. Additional levy to the tune of $0.3 million 2015/16 growing to $5.2
million over the next 10 years. Costs for the Wellington Water Company
directors should be contained within reasonable limits.

Package 6-Environmenbt and water quality. Yes. Avid supporters.
As kaitiaki we have no choice other than to regulate and protect the region’s
natural resources. I have seen clematis vitalba (Old Man’s Beard) running
rampant in the northern South Island region and would be disappointed if that
happened in the Wellington region.
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We also support GWRC taking a leading role in improving water quality and
biodiversity across the region. We note the Government co-funding
opportunities.

Conclusion
Project are presented in logical priority order and should be funded accordingly.
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Western Community Committee
11 May 2015

File: (15/750)

Report no: WCC2015/3/139

Chair's Report

Report by the Chair

Recommendation
That the report be noted and received.

Appendices
No.

Title

1

Chair's Report June 2015

Page
67

Author: Jill Berridge
Member
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Chair’s Report for June 2015
1.

Mayoral briefing for Chairs and Deputies

The May meeting with the Mayor brought an interesting presentation from Hutt City Council
officer Graham Sewell on the timing of the reviews for the Dog Control Bylaw, and the
Alcohol Ban Bylaw. As a committee, we will need to examine our areas, consult with
residents and find out what it is that our residents would like to see amended in each of these
two Bylaws.

It is clear that different wards have different issues, so it is valuable to meet to hear what
other boards and ward committees are grappling with.

2.

Annual Plan Submission to HCC

The evening oral presentation of the written submission went without a hitch. It is important
to present as a team, and particularly in person, to reinforce our own individual local issues.
The Western Community Committee submission appeared to have been well received.

3.

Annual Plan Submission to Greater Wellington Regional Council

The daytime oral presentation of the written submission went without a hitch. Again, it is an
advantage to appear as a team. We did ask for a camera for the dog walk area behind
Belmont Primary School, to combat car windows being broken to access car interiors, but
were told this is a HCC issue. It is felt by BRIA that a sign should warn drivers to put
valuables out of sight as it is an at-risk area. However, the Western Community Committee
submission appeared to be otherwise well received. We were commended for our positivity.

4.

State Highway 2 (SH2)

Many issues continue to reign, not the least being the time that NZTA contractors take to fix
things, like the pedestrian concrete barrier close to the Tirohanga lights heading north.
Contractors were seen clearing the path after the May 14 flooding and erosion, but the
concrete barrier is yet to receive attention. It is currently marked by rubber cones on SH2.

The Belmont Ratepayers Improvement Association (BRIA) at a recent committee meeting
expressed their concerns about how difficult it will be to cross into and exit out of Belmont
Domain when the SH2/SH58 intersection is finished. Currently, it can take four or five traffic
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light phasings to be able to cross SH2 safely. This happens at various times of the day, not
just peak traffic times.

The Charles Street overbridge was mentioned to be in a particularly scruffy state from
vandalism and graffiti. It appears to be in need of a paint, as well as in need of maintenance
with loose wire mesh fencing.
I noted Bill Sheat’s letter to the Hutt News about the Harbourview traffic lights phasing
delays. I would like NZTA to consult with and inform residents more frequently, in order to
understand local issues more thoroughly.

5.

Wairere Road lighting

The Wairere Road lights were out for a prolonged period after the 14 May heavy rainfall. It
would be helpful to understand the reasons for this prolonged outage.

6.

Western Hill erosion

After the 14 May rainfall, BRIA reported erosion in Grounsell Crescent and other parts of the
hills. Cameron of BRIA has said he has contacted officers.

Thanks to HCC officer Bruce Sherlock for clarifying that the stormwater pumping station for
the Western Hills is in Marsden Street. We anticipate further pumping stations on the eastern
river side to deal with localised flood problems.

7.

Alicetown flooding

Severe flooding was reported in Montague, Valentine and Beaumont Streets. Three shops
were flooded (fish and chip, togs and Honda) in Victoria Street. A flood drain in Wakefield
Street was like a fountain. Hutt Central School playground was flooded. We need to
understand what measures will be taken to alleviate these situations in the future.

Jill Berridge
Chair, Western Community Committee
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Our Reference

15/876

TO:

Chair and Members
Western Community Committee

FROM:

Kate Glanville

DATE:

03 June 2015

SUBJECT:

REVIEW OF VALLEY FLOOR RESERVES - ALICETOWN &
PETONE

Recommendation
That the Committee notes the information contained in the memorandum.

Purpose of Memorandum
1.

The purpose of the memorandum is to inform the Committee about the
Review of Valley Floor Reserves – Alicetown & Petone report that was
considered by the Policy and Regulatory Committee at its meeting held on
28 April 2015.

Background
2.

The Review of Valley Floor Reserves – Alicetown & Petone report was
considered by the Policy and Regulatory Committee at its meeting held on
28 April 2015 and resolved the following.
RESOLVED:

Minute No. PandR 15201

“That the Committee:
(i)

notes the draft report from PAOS, attached as Appendix 1 to the report,
which provides a more detailed analysis of reserve properties within
Alicetown and Petone and proposes improvements to enhance the
reserves functionality; and

(ii)

agrees to undertake consultation with the local communities prior to
formally adopting the review and that such consultation would conclude
at the end of June 2015.”

Appendices
No.

Title

1

Review of Valley Floor Reserves - Alicetown and Petone - Policy
and Regulatory Committee - 28 April 2015
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Author: Kate Glanville
Senior Committee Advisor

Approved By: Kathryn Stannard
Divisional Manager, Secretariat Services
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Policy and Regulatory
02 February 2015

File: (15/153)

Report no: PandR2015/1/39

Review of Valley Floor Reserves - Alicetown &
Petone

Purpose of Report
1.

This report considers in more detail the reserves within Alicetown and
Petone to help inform decisions on reserve requirements in the future. It
follows on from the June 2013 Review of Valley Floor Reserves.

Recommendations
It is recommended that the Committee:
(i) notes the draft report from PAOS, attached as Appendix 1 to the report,
which provides a more detailed analysis of reserve properties within
Alicetown and Petone and proposes improvements to enhance the reserves
functionality; and
(ii) agrees to undertake consultation with the local communities prior to
formally adopting the review.
Background
2.

At its meeting of 16 July 2013 the Policy and Strategy Committee considered
a report on the Valley Floor reserves for the purpose of better understanding
reserve requirements for the future. The Committee directed officers to
prepare detailed area plans to identify specific proposals on future reserve
requirements and provision, including possible disposal where detailed area
plans identify reserves or parts of reserves which are potentially surplus to
Council’s reserve network requirements.
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3.

This detailed area plan report, covering Alicetown/Melling and Petone
identifies eighteen separate reserve areas broken into different reserve
categories. The report shows that both suburbs lack neighbourhood reserves
of sufficient size and flexibility. This is partially offset by extensive reserve
areas along the river berm and foreshore and the centrally located Petone
Recreation Ground in the heart of Petone.

4.

The area plan proposes a number of recommendations to enhance the
reserves and help meet the communities’ requirements. These are:
a. Make better use of existing sports reserves by incorporating
neighbourhood uses.
b. Identify opportunities with developers for well-designed public and
private open space in Petone West.
c. Extend perimeter path in the Petone Recreation ground at the northern
end to encourage informal use.
d. Develop or improve loop routes connecting reserves – Hutt River Trail,
Memorial Park, Garden of Remembrance and Heretaunga Reserve.
e. Improve connectivity between the foreshore and residential area of
Petone by providing more frequent pedestrian access.
f. Improve access over the stopbank to the Hutt River from Alicetown.
g. Improve facilities and experiences for the elderly in the vicinity of
Memorial Park.
h. Provide improved cycling and pedestrian access along the foreshore.

Discussion
5. This review identifies a number of strengths that currently exist with the
provision of reserves in Alicetown and Petone, but has also identified
weaknesses, with ideas on ways to enhance reserves to better meet future
demand. Many relate to improving access to encourage informal use of
reserve land and improve the health and fitness of residents. This aligns with
other Council strategies, including walking and cycling as well as Go
Outside and Play.
6.

The review also highlights areas, particularly in Petone West, where there is
a lack of provision of open space and proposes that Council actively work
with private developers over time to try to address this issue.

Options
7. Officers propose that Council engage with the local community particularly
in respect of the opportunities to enhance reserve spaces. Alternatively,
Council could decide to adopt the review without this community input.
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Consultation
8. It is proposed that the review document be the subject of consultation with
the local Petone and Alicetown communities. The Petone Community Board
and Western Community Committee will be invited to provide feedback.
Legal Considerations
9. There are no legal considerations at this time other than noting that any
disposals which may eventuate from this review will need to comply with
the requirements of the Reserves Act, the Public Works Act and the Resource
Management Act.
Financial Considerations
10. This report assumes that any costs associated with improving the quality of
reserves will be funded from reserve funds acquired from reserve
rationalization or reserve financial contributions. At this stage costings for
any proposed improvements have not been undertaken. These would be
looked at on a case by case basis and submitted through the Community
Plan process for consideration.
Other Considerations
11. In making this recommendation, officers have given careful consideration to
the purpose of local government in section 10 of the Local Government Act
2002. Officers believe that this recommendation falls within the purpose of
local government in that it proposes a reserve area plan that considers the
future needs of the community. It does this in a way that is cost-effective
because it has been carried out on an area wide basis.
Appendices
No.

Title

1

PAOS report - Review of Valley Floor Reserves - Alicetown,
Melling and Petone

Page

Author: Bruce Hodgins
Divisional Manager, Parks and Gardens

Approved By: Bruce Sherlock
General Manager, City Infrastructure
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